CARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRU2LIFE® HEAT FRIENDLY SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Gently remove tangles with fingers or pick comb. Do not brush.
- Add 1 tablespoon mild shampoo to basin of cool water.
- Soak for 5 minutes and rinse thoroughly in cool water. Do not rub.
- Be sure to rinse until all shampoo is removed, as improper rinsing could result in damage.
- Dab gently with towel to remove excess water. Do not squeeze or twist.
- Do not brush or comb while wet as it might stretch or otherwise damage the fiber.
- Never put a wet wig on a solid head stand or block as it will stretch the cap.
- Hang to air dry or use a blow dryer on a low setting.
- Tru2Life® heat friendly, polyester fiber can withstand heat up to 180 degrees Celsius/350 degrees Fahrenheit. When completely dry, style as desired.

IMPORTANT: When straightening the heat friendly synthetic hair with a flat iron, take a one inch section of hair and, starting at the roots, run the flat iron over the hair to the ends. Continue this procedure until all the hair is straightened to your liking.

When curling the heat friendly synthetic hair with a curling iron, wrap the hair around the iron, hold for 10 seconds, carefully slide the curled fiber off the iron and, while holding the warm curl in place, pin it with a clip until the fiber cools, and the curl sets. Once the fiber is cool, remove the hair clips and style as desired.

For a secure, custom-like feel, all hairdo® wigs include ultra-thin adjustments at the nape for a looser or tighter fit – depending on your needs.
1. Remove the hair net from the wig.

2. Gently shake the wig to separate the fibers.

3. If your hair is long, pin it flat to your head for a smooth silhouette under the wig.
   
   *Optional Tip:* Use a stretch nylon wig cap to hold long or short hair under the wig. This light, cool cap will control your loose ends and prevent wig slippage.

4. Place the front of the wig at your natural front hairline and pull on so that the back of the wig is placed at the nape.

5. Adjust the wig as needed by sliding it from front to back or side to side. Use a rat tail comb to slip any loose ends under the wig. Use your favorite styling tool or fingers to create the look that’s just your style.

6. Velcro® tabs in the lower back of the wig allow you to tighten or loosen for the perfect fit.

---

**WHAT COLOR SHOULD I CHOOSE?**

That depends on why you are purchasing a wig. If your purpose is to totally change your look for a fun, fashion statement, choose whatever color you want!

However, if you’re plan is to use your wig on a bad hair day or when you simply do not have time to style your own hair, you will want to choose a color that is as close as possible to your natural color. If hair loss is a possibility in the future, save a swatch of your own hair for a match. You can always go a shade lighter than your own hair, but avoid going darker. Hairdo® has a range of salon-inspired colors that have been chosen so that so you should be able to easily find the shade that is right for you.

**STYLING TIPS FOR TRU2LIFE® HEAT FRIENDLY SYNTHETIC HAIR**

- Do not curl or straighten Tru2Life® heat friendly synthetic hair while wearing the wig.
- Blow dryers, curling irons, electric or steam hot rollers and other thermal tools may be used on low settings up to 180 degrees Celsius/350 degrees Fahrenheit. The fiber will get too hot and may scorch if the setting is too high.
- *Ideal recommended temperature* for curling or straightening the fiber is 116 degrees Celsius/240 degrees Fahrenheit.